
 

 

Committee Report

T Transportation Committee 
For the Metropolitan Council meeting of June 23, 2010 

Item: 2010-214 

ADVISORY INFORMATION 
Date 

Prepared: 
June 15, 2010 

Subject: MSP International Airport Long-term Comprehensive Plan (LTCP) (TAB 
Action 2010-34) 

Proposed Action:  
That the Metropolitan Council finds that the Metropolitan Airport Commission’s 2030 Long Term 
Comprehensive Plan for MSP International Airport is consistent with the Council’s 2030 Transportation 
Policy Plan, if the following issues are addressed in the final plan: 
 

1) The LTCP should note that MAC will update the plan every five years and that MAC will budget 
for this in the appropriate years to ensure that the first update is prepared by 2015. 

2) MAC should initiate a capacity study two years in advance of when MSP is expected to have 
540,000 annual operations and incorporate the results of this study into the following LTCP update. 

3) MAC should initiate an FAA Part 150 study update (which includes a comprehensive noise analysis 
and mitigation program), in consultation with the MSP Noise Oversight Committee (NOC), when 
the forecast level of operations five years into the future exceeds the levels mitigated in the Consent 
Decree (582,366 annual operations). The results of this study should be incorporated into the first 
subsequent LTCP Update. 

4) MAC shall continue to work with all appropriate agencies to implement the Interstate 494/34th 
Avenue, Trunk Highway 5/Glumack Drive and Trunk Highway 5/Post Road interchange 
modifications included in the 2030 Concept Plan, including preliminary environmental scoping and 
analysis.  These highway modifications are not currently included in the region’s fiscally-
constrained 2030 highway plan. 

5) The LTCP needs to acknowledge that storm water from MSP detention ponds discharges to the 
reaches of the Minnesota and Mississippi Rivers that are identified as water-quality impaired for a 
number of pollutants and stressors. 

6) The LTCP should include a general discussion of financial assumptions and funding mechanisms 
available to implement the proposed development. 

Summary of Committee Discussion / Questions:  
Connie Kozlak, Manager Systems Planning, presented this item to the committee.  She pointed out that the TAC 
and TAB have reviewed and approved the item.  Kozlak answered questions from the committee regarding the 
process for this approval.  The committee/Council will be making contingent approval of the LTCP, then it will 
go back to the Metropolitan Airport Commission to address the conditions in their final plan. 
The following audience members spoke in favor of the comments and actions proposed for Council action and 
expressed desire to continue discussions about airport noise level, particularly to the 60 DNL level: 
John Quincy, City of Minneapolis Councilmember 
Debbie Goettel, Mayor of Richfield, Tom Fitzhenry, Richfield City Councilmember 
Ultan Duggan, Mendota Heights City Councilmember 
Liz Petschel, Airports Commission NOC rep. for the City of Mendota Heights 
 
Jim Spensley, Southwest Metro Area Airport Council (SMAAC) spoke about capacity issues. 
 
Denny Probst, Metropolitan Airports Commission (MAC) stated that the MAC is willing to work with 
communities, however there is no 60 DNL “standard”. 
 



 

 

David Gepner, Transportation Advisory Board (TAB) liaison reported that the TAB feels strongly about noise 
issues and urges the Metropolitan Council to approve the TAB recommendations on the LTCP. 
 
Councilmember Aguilar stated he would be in favor of looking at the 60 DNL and jurisdiction issues.  McFarlin 
stated that there have been and continue to be major discussions on these issues, but it shouldn’t deter movement 
on this action.  Discussions will continue to take place in the future at many levels (legislative, cities, etc.). 
 
Motion by Leppik, seconded by Aguilar and passed unanimously. 
 



 

 

 
Business Item  

Transportation Committee Item: 2010-214 

T Meeting date:  June 14, 2010 

Council Meeting: June 23, 2010 

 

ADVISORY INFORMATION 
Date: June 10, 2010 

Subject: MSP International Airport Long Term Comprehensive Plan 
District(s), Member(s):  All  
Policy/Legal Reference: MS 473.146, 473.165 

Staff Prepared/Presented: Arlene McCarthy, Director MTS (651-602-1754) 
Connie Kozlak, Mgr. Transportation Planning, MTS (651-
602-1720) 
Chauncey Case, Sr. Planner – MTS (651-602-1724) 

Division/Department: Metropolitan Transportation Services (MTS) 

Proposed Action 
That the Metropolitan Council finds that the Metropolitan Airport Commission’s 2030 Long Term 
Comprehensive Plan for MSP International Airport is consistent with the Council’s 2030 Transportation 
Policy Plan, if the following issues are addressed in the final plan: 
 

7) The LTCP should note that MAC will update the plan every five years and that MAC will budget 
for this in the appropriate years to ensure that the first update is prepared by 2015. 

8) MAC should initiate a capacity study two years in advance of when MSP is expected to have 
540,000 annual operations and incorporate the results of this study into the following LTCP update. 

9) MAC should initiate an FAA Part 150 study update (which includes a comprehensive noise analysis 
and mitigation program), in consultation with the MSP Noise Oversight Committee (NOC), when 
the forecast level of operations five years into the future exceeds the levels mitigated in the Consent 
Decree (582,366 annual operations). The results of this study should be incorporated into the first 
subsequent LTCP Update. 

10) MAC shall continue to work with all appropriate agencies to implement the Interstate 494/34th 
Avenue, Trunk Highway 5/Glumack Drive and Trunk Highway 5/Post Road interchange 
modifications included in the 2030 Concept Plan, including preliminary environmental scoping and 
analysis.  These highway modifications are not currently included in the region’s fiscally-
constrained 2030 highway plan. 

11) The LTCP needs to acknowledge that storm water from MSP detention ponds discharges to the 
reaches of the Minnesota and Mississippi Rivers that are identified as water-quality impaired for a 
number of pollutants and stressors. 

12) The LTCP should include a general discussion of financial assumptions and funding mechanisms 
available to implement the proposed development. 

 

Background 
In 1996 the Long Term Comprehensive Plan (LTCP) for Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport (MSP) was 
approved as part of the Major Airport Dual-Track planning process. The Metropolitan Airport Commission 
(MAC) has prepared a LTCP update that replaces the 2010 Plan and 2020 Concept Plan prepared in 1996, and 
moves the planning horizon to 2030.  On April 19, 2010, the MAC directed its staff to submit this update to the 
Council for its review and comments, after which MAC will adopt its final LTCP.  The MSP LTCP executive 
summary is attached at the end of TAB Action Transmittal No. 2010-34; the full plan can be viewed at 
http://www.mspairport.com/about-msp/long-term-comp-plan.aspx. 
 
 

http://www.mspairport.com/about-msp/long-term-comp-plan.aspx


 

 

The preferred development alternative for MSP retains its current runway configuration while adding passenger 
gates, vehicle parking and improved ground access.  MSP retains its system role as a Major hub-airport facility, 
which is consistent with the 2030 Transportation Policy Plan (TPP).  LTCP forecasts indicate a 73% increase in 
passengers and a 40% increase in operations by 2030. 

Rationale 
Under MS 473.611 and MS 473.165, the Council reviews the individual LTCP for each airport owned and 
operated by the MAC for consistency with the Council’s metropolitan development guide.  Under current TPP 
policy, airport LTCP’s are to be updated every 10 years.  LTCP’s are used as basic input to the Council’s update 
of the regional aviation system plan and referral reviews including community comprehensive plans. 

Funding 
This action involves no funding considerations for the Council. 

Known Support / Opposition 
Preparation of the LTCP by MAC included a public involvement process. Airport users generally support the 
preferred concept.  However, several MSP-area communities indicated to MAC, and also through the TAC/TAB 
review process, that they are concerned about continuing noise impacts and mitigation. 

The attached TAB action transmittal includes the comments received by MAC during the January 20 to February 19, 
2010 comment period, MAC’s responses to the comments received and the TAB recommendation to the Council. 

Also attached to this business item are letters from MSP-area communities sent to TAB and the Metropolitan Council 
during the recent review of this report (April to June, 2010), letters from MAC and a Met Council letter to 
Minneapolis.



 

 

 

Review of MSP International Airport LTCP 

 
AUTHORITY 
MS 473.611 indicates that an LTCP adopted by the Commission shall be consistent with the development guide 
of the Council; also, MS 473.165 states that if a plan or any part thereof is inconsistent with the guide the 
Council may direct the implementation of the plan or such part thereof be indefinitely suspended.  The Council 
has 60 days (until June 23, 2010) to complete this action for this LTCP; if it doesn’t take action within that time 
frame, MAC may implement the plan. 
 
The LTCP serves as the basis for identifying needed projects, maintaining funding eligibility to meet state and 
federal financial and plan consistency requirements, and to ensure that projects are responsive to system needs 
and conditions. 
 

BACKGROUND 
The MSP 2030 LTCP Update replaces the 2010 LTCP that was approved by the Legislature in 1996 as part of 
the Major Airport Dual-Track planning process.  The focus of that process was to determine where best to 
provide needed air-transportation capacity, at a new “Replacement” airport or an “Expanded” MSP.  The 
associated 2020 Concept Plan was not approved for development.  In 2004 Northwest Airlines (NWA) proposed 
a 2020 “Vision” for developing its future hub operations at MSP while also accommodating expansion for other 
airlines. 
 
In 2005, MAC prepared a Draft 2015 Terminal Expansion Environmental Assessment (EA) based essentially on 
the 2020 “Vision”.  The Draft EA deleted the Dual-Track 2020 Concept Plan from further planning 
consideration; however, the EA was withdrawn prior to completion when NWA went into bankruptcy and, as 
such, the FAA took no action on the EA. 
 

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 
MAC’s preparation of the MSP International Airport 2030 LTCP Update included meetings with the adjacent 
community representatives, coordination with Hennepin County, meetings with airport users, and public 
informational meetings for residents living around the airport.  A full draft LTCP, defining the preferred 
alternative, was made available for a 30-day public comment period.  Responses received during this comment 
period and MAC responses were prepared and reviewed by the MAC prior to their adoption of the LTCP and 
submittal to the Council for review.  Further discussions on the LTCP occurred through the Council’s Technical 
Advisory Committee (TAC) and Transportation Advisory Board (TAB) review (see attachment). 
 

EXISTING AIRPORT 
MSP is classified in the TPP as a Major Airport providing scheduled air service to the metro area, Greater 
Minnesota and the Upper Midwest.  The airport is 3,400 acres in size, has four paved runways with precision 
instrumentation and an air traffic control tower.  MSP has two passenger terminals, Lindbergh Terminal 
(recently renamed Terminal 1) with 117 passenger gates and Humphrey Terminal (recently renamed Terminal 2) 
with 10 passenger gates, two aircraft rescue and fire-fighting stations, air cargo facilities, and airline 
maintenance facilities.  It provides 23,600 parking spaces, primarily in structured parking ramps, with 
approximately 5,200 privately-owned spaces for air travelers at off-airport locations. 
 
To implement the 2010 LTCP, a new North/South Runway (17/35) was constructed, including land acquisition 
for safety zones.  Both the Lindbergh and Humphrey terminals were expanded and a substantial noise mitigation 
program of residential insulation was implemented.  A joint airport / community zoning board was established 
for safety zoning with a zoning ordinance subsequently approved by Mn/DOT.  Implementation of the 2010 
LTCP is essentially complete except for the noise mitigation program which extends into 2014. 



 

 
Approximately 32 million passengers used the airport in 2008, with about 450,000 aircraft operations.  The 
historic high for annual operations is more than 540,000 in 2004, and for passengers almost 38 million in 2005.  
Given the drop in activity in recent years due to the economy, return to these historic levels appears to be a 
number of years away.  The airport is now operating efficiently with reduced activity. 
 
 

Description of 2030 MSP CONCEPT PLAN 
An Executive Summary of the concept plan is the last attachment to the TAB action transmittal. 
 
There have been substantial changes in the airline industry including the acquisition of NWA by Delta Airlines, 
and entrance of Southwest Airlines into the Twin Cities market.  The old NWA main base 
offices/shops/hangars have been declared surplus and its planned total demolition provides space for new 
opportunities to expand the Lindbergh Terminal 1 complex. Figure 1 depicts the various development areas on 
the airport where Phase I-IV projects are planned to occur by 2030, if demand warrants. 

 
 
Figure 1 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Existing Aviation Activity and Future Demand 

 



 

 

Forecasting aviation demand is challenging since trips start and end in different cities, so growth is not 
exclusively tied to local economic and demographic growth.  Demand can also be greatly influenced by the 
airline business practice of channeling passengers through hub airports.  MSP has been a hub for many years so 
much of the activity at MSP is tied to airline business decisions about connecting flights.  The aviation forecasts 
prepared for this plan assume MSP continues as a hub airport with a 73% increase in annual passenger 
boardings from 16.4 million to 28.4 million, and a 40% increase in annual aircraft operations from 450,000 to 
630,000 by 2030.  However, air traffic is not expected to return to the 2004-2005 peak activity levels until 
about 2013 for passenger activity and 2020 for aircraft operations due to general economic conditions and 
financial difficulties in the airline industry. 
 
Noise impacts are directly related to aircraft activity levels, as well as the types of planes.  The LTCP does 
acknowledge the noise impacts out to the 60 DNL level for 2030 at several locations in the plan.  Fig 5-3 shows 
a 2008 base case noise contour and a 2030 preferred alternative contour.  The 2030 contour, in relation to the 
2008 contour, is 49% larger for the 65 DNL contour area and 52% larger for 60 DNL.  A noise mitigation plan 
is typically prepared at the environmental assessment (EA) phase and/or via a Part 150 Study; as such, no 
mitigation plan is included in the LTCP.  Reassessment of noise impacts is not envisioned until air traffic is 
forecasted five years into the future to be over 582,366 annual operations since MAC is currently working on 
mitigating noise to that level of operations by virtue of the Consent Decree. 

 

Existing Conditions and Future Airside/Landside Facility Needs 
The 2030 LTCP indicates that airside capacity is adequate to meet forecast demands and does not propose any 
new runways or major changes in the airfield configuration.  However, some taxiway and air traffic 
improvements are assumed necessary for efficient aircraft ground movement in the long-term. Changes in the 
aircraft fleet mix and gate use will be closely monitored to determine if changes in these assumptions are 
warranted. 
 
The LTCP analysis concluded that the existing passenger terminal/parking complexes and other landside 
facilities will not be able to accommodate planned forecast growth without expansion.  Focus areas were 
identified where facilities are operating inefficiently today or are expected to operate inefficiently when 
moderate increases in passenger numbers occur.  This analysis resulted in a phased approach to adding 
improvements in a logical sequence as shown in Table 1.  These five year increments are proposed for each 
phase, but the actual timing of project implementation will be demand driven.  Total costs are estimated to be 
$2-$2.5 billion. 
 
Table 1             
Phase I  2010-2015 Expand Humphrey Terminal by 16 gates, add parking and 

relocate non-SkyTeam airlines.*       
Phase II 2015-2020 Modernize and expand Lindbergh Terminal including six 

new gates, a new parking ramp and a new International 
arrivals facility.         

Phase III 2020-2025 Complete Humphrey Terminal expansion by adding 10 
Gates; extend Lindbergh Concourse G by 10 gates and  
add parking and a hotel.        

Phase IV 2025-2030 Construct cross-over taxiway, relocate Lindbergh 
Terminal access road and relocate the post office.    

  
* SkyTeam Alliance consists of Delta and its partners, Mesaba, Compass, Pinnacle, Comair, Freedom Air, Sky 
West, and Atlantic Southeast, plus other international partners. 
 
Non-SkyTeam Airlines providing service at MSP in April 2010 are United/ Continental, Shuttle America, US 
Airways, Republic, Frontier, Midwest, Continental Express, Chautaqua, Air Canada, American Airlines, Trans 
State, Southwest, AirTran Airways, Alaska Airlines, Icelandair and Sun Country. 
 
CONSISTENCY WITH AVIATION SYSTEM PLAN and OTHER REGIONAL PLANS 



 

 

 
The LTCP maintains MSP as the region’s Major Airport for scheduled commercial airlines and air cargo 
services.  The proposed phasing plan allows improvements to be implemented over a twenty-year period in 
response to projected increases in demand.  It also allows implementation of sustainability objectives, and 
proposed facility improvements, to occur with minimal disruption to the day-to-day operations of a hub airport. 
 
The Concept Plan appears consistent with the region’s airspace structure and future capabilities to incorporate 
planned air traffic improvements.  It provides for addressing the various strategies identified in TPP Policy 19 to 
encourage adequate air transportation services supporting the Region’s economy. 
 
The following discussion addresses areas of consistency with the Council’s regional plans that have been 
identified during the review process by communities, TAB and Council staff.  Advisory comments are included 
in a separate section. 
 
The overall 2030 Concept Plan appears feasible, and is recommended for Council approval if the following 
issues and findings are acknowledged by the Commission prior to final adoption of the LTCP and addressed 
prior to implementation of the full plan. 
 
1) LTCP Planning Process Cycle 
 
The MSP communities and several individuals/groups have all voiced their interest and need for the MSP LTCP 
to be updated every five years.  Information in the LTCP provides basic input for updating/implementing local 
comprehensive plans and for city participation in the Commission’s Noise Oversight Committee (NOC) 
activities. 
 
Under TPP Policy 22, LTCP’s are to be periodically updated, but the MSP LTCP has not been updated for 14 
years due to a number of unusual circumstances.  The regular, periodic review of LTCP forecasts is an important 
feature of maintaining the regional and state aviation systems plans.  The Dual-Track legislation (MS 473.616 ) 
which required a five-year update has been repealed; therefore, staff is proposing that the upcoming TPP Update 
redefine the overall  process and schedule for updating/amending a LTCP to reinstate this five-year cycle, 
making it be possible for the Council to ensure the 5-year updates occur.  There is substantial volatility in many 
areas of today’s economy affecting the aviation industry; since many of these matters are out of MAC’s control, 
there is a need to closely monitor and adjust the plan as needed.  Changes to the regional demographic forecasts 
are expected after the 2010 Census results are known.  This timing also would allow LTCP adjustments to 
reflect any changes that may occur in the Council’s regular updates of the TPP, which occur every four years 
with the next update scheduled for 2014. 
 

Finding: The LTCP should note that MAC will update the plan in 2015.  This update should be identified by the 
Council in the region’s unified planning work program (UPWP) and by MAC in its budget to ensure an update 
is prepared by 2015. 
 
2) Airside Development/ Relationship to Capacity  
 
The Dual-Track process determined that MSP should be expanded with the expectation that it would adequately 
serve as the region’s major air service airport into the foreseeable future.  While the FAA has not established a 
current official capacity for MSP, the Dual-Track process evaluation looked at operation levels as high as 
640,000 annual operations with an average 10 minute delay and the 2015 Environmental Assessment evaluated 
annual operations as high as 720,000. In 2009, annual operations were at 67% of the 640,000 dual-track capacity 
and at 60% of the 2015 EA capacity.  The 2030 LTCP assumes adequate airside capacity through 2030; 
therefore, no airside capacity alternatives were evaluated. 
 
The surrounding cities have pointed out that FAA capacity guidelines for systems planning state planning for 
additional capacity should be initiated when an airport’s runway system reaches 60% of capacity; when it 



 

 

reaches 75% of capacity, system engineering and funding should be programmed and at 80%, implementation 
should usually be initiated. 
  
However, other FAA publications do not indicate that planning for additional capacity at MSP is needed 
immediately.  The FAA’s Future Capacity Needs in the National Airspace System, 2004, uses a 90% (rather 
than 80%) threshold for implementation of development alternatives in a metro area like the Twin Cities which 
has a single commercial air-service airport.  The FAA’s Future Capacity Needs in the National Airspace System, 
2007, includes a map of major airports nationwide that will need new capacity by 2025.  This report does not 
identify a need for new capacity at MSP before 2025 unless assumed benefits of air traffic control improvements 
are not implemented and reduced delays at other hub airports do not occur. 

 
The five-year continuous decline in actual level of MSP operations from the historic high that occurred in 2004, 
as well as the current poor performance of the U.S. economy and projected slow growth of operations in the 
short-term, also indicates that evaluations of future development alternatives do not need to begin immediately. 

   
Finding:  Based upon the forecasts and factors described above, the region needs to closely monitor usage of 
runway capacity and conduct various analyses to position itself by 2020 for a potential mid-course correction to 
the 2030 plan, if it is needed.  MAC should initiate a capacity study two years in advance of when MSP is 
expected to have 540,000 annual operations, the historic high level of airport operations in 2004. 
 
3) Aircraft Noise 
 
The environmental effects of aircraft noise at MSP have been a concern since the first jet service in 1961.  Noise 
impacts were so severe that relocation of the airport was studied in the 1960s (Ham Lake) and again in the 1990s 
(Dakota County).  Aircraft engine noise reduction efforts by the manufacturers have had a significant effect on 
offsetting noise from increased aircraft operations over the years.  Noise abatement and mitigation efforts have 
been in effect at MSP for decades  
 
Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) relates to Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. 14 CFR Part 
150 sets forth standards for airport operators to use in documenting aircraft noise exposure and establishing 
programs to minimize noise impacts based on a five-year forecast of operations.  A Part 150 study is a 
comprehensive analysis of noise impacts and mitigation and is the appropriate mechanism to address the 
quantification and mitigation of airport noise in a manner that is consistent with past practices at MSP, and the 
federal guidance on such activities.  The issue of mitigation in the 60 DNL is not a project-specific question, but 
rather an overarching noise policy question, which is what the Part 150 process is intended to address.  Part 150 
regulations recognize 65 DNL as a threshold for noise impact and related mitigation. However, as was detailed 
in the Draft 2001 and 2004 MSP Part 150 Update documents, this does not preclude Part 150 sponsors from 
building a case for a mitigation program out to the 60 DNL noise contour around an airport as part of the Part 
150 planning process. 
 
Some cities around MSP believe that 60 DNL has been established as a regional standard for airport noise 
mitigation.  The Consent Decree that settled a lawsuit between MAC and several cities adjacent to MSP 
specifically provides that “The parties do not intend anything in this consent decree to create or constitute any 
environmental standard, limitation, rule, order, license, stipulation agreement, or permit within the meaning of 
the Minnesota Environmental Rights Act, Minn. Stat.116B.02, Subd. 5.” 
 
In 2004 MAC prepared a Part 150 noise mitigation program for MSP, based on 582,366 annual operations, 
which included both preventive and corrective land-use and operational measures to improve compatibility 
between the airport and its neighbors.  Although this document was never approved by the FAA, it established 
the noise mitigation eligibility area for a settlement of litigation that was brought against MAC by the cities of 
Minneapolis, Eagan and Richfield over the mitigation package in the 64-60 DNL noise contours around MSP.  
The resulting mitigation program, which will continue to be implemented until 2014, is currently funding 
residential insulation in MSP communities.  To date, MAC has spent $417 million on mitigation in this area.  



 

 

This includes funds spent in the 60-64 DNL contour area, as stipulated in the Consent Decree settlement of the 
lawsuit between the MAC and adjacent communities as well as the Part 150 mitigation to 65 DNL. 
 
The cities surrounding MSP are concerned that the 2030 unconstrained forecast activity would result in a larger 
60 DNL contour. TAB recommended that MAC should acknowledge noise impacts and outline a mitigation 
plan.  The LTCP acknowledges the noise issue, but does not identify any next steps concerning mitigation. 
 
TPP Policy 25 indicates that airport/community land uses should be compatible with the role and function of the 
airport, while planning, operation, and development of the region’s aviation facilities must be conducted to 
minimize impacts upon the cultural and natural environment, regional systems and airport communities. 
 
Finding:  Given expected changes in aircraft fleet mix, NextGen air traffic control improvements/ procedures, 
and on-going traffic impacts, the request by MSP-area communities for an update to the FAA Part 150 study 
appears warranted.  A Part 150 study conducted immediately would not be useful as current operations are 26% 
lower than the 2005-2007 operations used for the last Part 150 study which established the eligibility area for 
noise mitigation under the Consent Decree.   As such, MAC should initiate an FAA Part 150 study update, in 
consultation with the MSP Noise Oversight Committee (NOC), when the forecast level of operations five years 
into the future exceeds the levels mitigated in the Consent Decree (582,366 annual operations). The results of 
this study should be incorporated into the first subsequent LTCP Update. 
 
4) Ground Access  
 
MSP airport is well served by transit, with two Hiawatha LRT stations.  An intermodal bus terminal is 
connected to both the Lindbergh LRT station and the people mover to the Lindbergh terminal via 
escalator/elevator.  Primary freight access to the airport is provided by the TH 77/66th St interchange, which was 
upgraded when most of the freight areas were relocated during implementation of the 2010 LTCP.  Pedestrians 
and bicycles can access the Humphrey terminal (Terminal 2) via 34th Ave and its adjacent sidewalk and the 
Lindbergh terminal via LRT from either Humphrey/34th or the Fort Snelling station. 
 
Roadway access is primarily from principal arterial freeways (494, TH 5, TH 62 and TH 77) which bound the 
airport.  The 2030 LTCP has identified potential roadway improvement needs at TH 5/Post Road, I-494/34th 
Ave. South and at the TH 5/Glumack Drive interchanges after 2015.  The major improvements are not expected 
until post-2020. 
 
 
Lindbergh (Terminal 1) - Over 10,000 more structured parking spaces are expected by 2030.  The projected 
roadway activity, along with expansion of concourses G - H and potential crossover taxiway will require 
demolition of the remaining old NWA main base buildings and relocation and replacement of the main entry 
road to the terminal complex (Glumack Drive), including relocation of the TH 5 interchange. 
 
Humphrey (Terminal 2) - An additional 5,900 structured parking spaces are proposed. Access to the terminal 
complex is to be provided by both Post Road and 34th Avenue South.  However, the existing roadways lack the 
capacity to handle the anticipated traffic volumes.  The concept proposed for improving this condition is to route 
all inbound traffic on Post Road and all outbound traffic on 34th Avenue. 
 
Initial estimates of overall roadway project costs are: 
 

 Phase I  Humphrey Complex Roadway Modifications            $26 - $ 31 million 
(I-494/34th Avenue interchange) 

 Phase II Humphrey Terminal Road Access Improvements      $81 - $ 95 million 
(including TH 5/Post Road) 

 Phase II Lindbergh Terminal inbound/outbound roadway     $144 - $169 million 
        Total $251- $295 million 

 



 

 

Very little documentation on these improvements is included in the LTCP.  There appear to be traffic modeling 
and roadway design issues such as redirected traffic volumes on Post Road, interchange spacing at all three 
interchanges, increased weaving conditions and LRT operational considerations which need coordination and 
review, as well as identification of funding sources.  Proposed reduction in off-airport parking will also impact 
traffic on these roadways.  The Bloomington South Loop Plan is also nearing completion and the LTCP work 
should be further defined so planning and programming issues at the I-494/34th Avenue South highway 
interchange which serves both areas can be addressed together. 
 
TPP Policy 11 indicates that the metro highway system will be managed and improved to provide for maximum 
person throughput, safety and mobility using existing facility capacity, pavement and rights-of-way where 
feasible.  Strategy 11e specifically states “New or reconstructed trunk highway interchanges to expand capacity 
or meet safety concerns will be considered only if they are consistent with this policy plan (Appendix E) and 
Mn/DOT’s criteria and cost-sharing policies.  All preliminary roadway improvements will require further 
discussion with Mn/DOT and the Council regarding location, potential design, cost and potential environmental 
effects.” 
 
It is not clear in the LTCP that other capacity or traffic management alternatives, interim or long-term, were 
considered.  MAC has initiated discussions with Mn/DOT to address and coordinate ground access to the 
airport.  Clarification of these projects is important given the long lead time for highway design and construction 
and the need to resolve funding issues. 
 
Finding:  MAC shall continue to work with all appropriate agencies to implement the Interstate 494/34th 
Avenue, Trunk Highway 5/Glumack Drive and Trunk Highway 5/Post Road interchange modifications included 
in the 2030 Concept Plan, including preliminary environmental scoping and analysis. These highway 
modifications are not currently included in the region’s fiscally-constrained 2030 highway plan. 
 
5) Water Quality and Wetlands - Jim Larsen 602-1159 
 
The LTCP document indicates that storm water runoff from nearly all of MSP is directed to one of three 
stormwater detention pond systems that ultimately discharge into the Minnesota River.  The plan needs to be 
revised to acknowledge that this reach of the Minnesota River, as well as the receiving reach of the Mississippi 
River immediately downstream from MSP into which the Minnesota flows, are identified as water-quality 
impaired for a number of pollutants and stressors. 
 
Ongoing and scheduled Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) pollution reduction studies are targeted for 
completion during the planning period.  The TMDL process identifies all sources of the pollutants, and makes a 
determination of how much of a reduction in each source’s pollutant contribution must take place in order for 
water quality standards to be met in that stream reach.  The source reduction strategies are utilized to prepare an 
implementation plan, which may result in the need for the MAC to plan and execute projects during the 
planning period to further reduce pollutants originating from MSP.  TMDL implementation plan pollutant 
reduction strategies will likely be tied to future updates of MSP’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System permit(s). 
 

Finding:  The LTCP needs to acknowledge that storm water from MSP detention ponds discharges to the 
reaches of the Minnesota and Mississippi Rivers that are identified as water-quality impaired for a number of 
pollutants and stressors. 
 
6) Financial Feasibility 
 
Monitoring of need versus costs and the potential for overinvestment is critical in establishing long-term 
economic sustainability of the airport.  The merger of United/Continental, resulting in Continental leaving the 
SkyTeam Alliance, and the recent entry of Southwest Airlines to MSP are reflective of domestic service and 
alliance dynamics in airline industry.  These dynamics present a challenge in estimating revenues and costs.  
The desire for minimizing delays and providing an adequate facility to optimize economic growth of the region 



 

 

and state needs to be balanced against the possibility of overinvestment due to changing airline business 
practices (such as downsizing the hub operations) which would result in insufficient revenue to pay back 
expenditures. 
 
TPP Policy 26 indicates that adequate aviation resources should be identified and available to meet the 
forecasted needs and ability of the region.  Through the phasing process, the LTCP preferred alternative appears 
to recognize the need to keep the airport viable and tying improvements to the timing when they are needed, but 
is less clear about the area’s ability to support the investments over time. 
The phased program is consistent with TPP Policy 22 concerning transitioning of airport development plans and 
limits potential for over-or-under investment.  The ability to fund the development is not discussed as the LTCP 
includes only order-of-magnitude costs and no financial information on funding sources. 
 

Finding:  The LTCP should include a general discussion of financial assumptions and funding mechanisms 
available to implement the proposed development. 
 
 
ADVISORY COMMENTS 
 

Socio-Economic Forecasts - Todd Graham 602-1322 
 
The socio-economic forecast content of the LTCP appears complete.  MAC discusses “a hybrid forecast that 
incorporates the strengths and minimizes the weaknesses of the two data sources” (Metropolitan Council’s 
forecast and Woods & Poole Economics’ forecast for the seven counties).  MAC’s hybrid forecast projects 
slightly higher regional population in 2030 than Metropolitan Council, and substantially higher regional 
employment in all years: 23% higher in 2000, 23% higher in 2010, 30% higher in 2020, and 39% higher in 2030. 
 
However, Council staff does not consider the regional population discrepancy to be problematic.  MAC’s 
forecast of 3,744,000 people in 2030 is reasonable given the benefit of more timely data inputs and current 
thinking in the demography profession such as hypotheses of slightly higher birth rates and longer life 
expectancies. 
 
Council staff concluded that the employment forecast discrepancy is mostly a difference in employment metrics.  
In the past, the Council has defined employment in a limited way, counting or forecasting only wage and salary 
jobs.  Most other forecast model sources – notably REMI, Global Insight, Minnesota Department of Finance, US 
Bureau of Economic Analysis, and Woods & Poole – define employment broadly, counting wage and salary 
jobs, as well as business owners and self-employed persons.  As a result, their employment forecasts are 
substantially higher. 
 
The Council is currently implementing new forecast modeling tools and expects to issue major forecast 
revisions in 2012. In the meantime, the MAC forecast is considered a reasonable and acceptable basis for 
airports planning and the inconsistency with Council’s published forecasts is acceptable. 
 
MTS staff has also noted that this difference in Council and MAC forecasts, with the fact that MAC’s forecast is 
the higher, demonstrates the uncertainty in the forecast and corresponding future capacity demand at MSP. 
 

Sanitary Sewer and Water - Roger Janzig 602-1119 
 
The Metropolitan Disposal System has adequate capacity to serve the proposed increased flow from the Airport 
during non-wet weather periods.  The City of Minneapolis has been identified as a community having excess 
wet-weather related wastewater flows.  The City, partly in response to the Council Regional I/I Mitigation 
Program, is identifying and reducing wet-weather related flow discharges to the Metropolitan Disposal System.  
As these sources are eliminated, additional capacity will also be made available during wet weather for 
Minneapolis, those communities located upstream of Minneapolis and the airport. 



 

 

 
There are two statements in the LTCP that should be corrected as follows.  The LTCP incorrectly identifies an 
option for Bloomington to divert wastewater discharges through the Richfield sanitary sewer system.  The 
document indicates that since Bloomington’s use of this diversion is “unlikely”, additional capacity in the 
system would be available for Richfield/MAC.  However, the system diversion through the Richfield system 
was abandoned, and portions removed, some years ago so it is not available.  The LTCP also indicates that 
current system improvements to the Metropolitan Disposal System in Richfield will result in additional regional 
wastewater conveyance capacity.  It should be noted that this increase in capacity will be utilized by both 
Richfield and Edina who are also served through this portion of the MDS. 
 

Parks and Open Space - Jan Youngquist 602-1029 
 
Chapter 6 of the MSP LTCP describes the anticipated impacts to surrounding areas, including the expansion of 
the noise zones.  Figure 6-4 depicts the anticipated 2030 Preferred Alternative DNL noise contours, which 
indicate the following impacts to Federal, State and regional parks: 
 
 An increase of the 70 DNL noise contour over Fort Snelling State Park and the Minnesota Valley National 

Wildlife Refuge (NWR) (Noise Zone 2) 
 A significant increase of the 65 DNL noise contour over Nokomis-Hiawatha Regional Park and the Long 

Meadow Lake portion of the Minnesota Valley NWR (Noise Zone 3) 
 A significant increase of the 60 DNL noise contour over Nokomis-Hiawatha Regional Park, Minnehaha 

Parkway Regional Trail, the Lake Harriet portion of the Minneapolis Chain of Lakes Regional Park and Fort 
Snelling State Park (Noise Zone 4) 

 
These noise zone expansions will negatively impact the recreational experience for park visitors so during the 
environmental process, MAC should examine ways to mitigate these parks and open spaces from the adverse 
impacts of airport operations. 
 
Chapter 6 also describes the land use restrictions associated with Safety Zones A, B, and C (page 162-163).  
Figure 6-1 includes a map showing the limits of Safety Zones A and B which impact Nokomis-Hiawatha 
Regional Park, Minnehaha Regional Park, Hidden Falls-Crosby Farm Regional Park, Fort Snelling State Park, 
and the Minnesota Valley NWR.  Although Safety Zone C is described in the text, it is not included on the map.  
It is assumed that Safety Zone C will also impact these regional parks system facilities.  Safety Zone C 
restrictions limit the height of structures within the zone to 150 feet above the primary surface at the airport.  
These restrictions should not cause issue for these parks, since the parks are at a significantly lower elevation 
than the airport and do not have tall structures planned.  Regardless, Council staff recommends that the Safety 
Zone C area be added to Figure 6-1. 
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